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Anavar is the most famous brand name for Oxandrolone because is the first brand who manufactured Oxandrolone and sold it as a prescription drug. Oxanabol is manufactured
by Alpha Pharma and is maintaining the exact same high quality of the compound, but is offering it for a cheaper price allowing everyone to get it if required.
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Anavar Oxanabol Alpha Pharma / Oxandrolone 50 tabs 10 Mg This steroid is known as a good agent for the promotion of strength and duality muscle mass gains, although the
mild nature of this compound makes it less than ideal for bulking purposes.
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And there are many different manufacturers which make this drug under different brand name. Alpha Pharma makes Oxanabol. Its great product however its quite expensive.
Pharmacom Oxandrolonos(Anavar) is $180 per 100tabs and AP Oxanabol(Anavar) will cost you at least 50% more.



Let me give an example- One time when I saw ants in the sugar jar and I refused to have some, my mum calmed me down and said it was just fine, ants are protein. I believed her.
Anavar tablets, depending on dosage and frequency of dosage, is known by bodybuilders to be relatively effective in aiding gains of lean muscle mass in between cycles or during
off-season. Anavar/oxandrolone is derived from dihydrotestosterone, a metabolite of testosterone.
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